INTRODUCTION
Sunspots are distributed themselves on the Sun with a complex spatial and temporal behavior. As for the spatial (latitudinal) evolutional behavior, they display an evolution in the course of a solar cycle to form a Maunder "butterfly diagram" (Maunder 1904 (Maunder , 1913 (Maunder , 1922 Hathaway 2010) . As for the long-term temporal evolutional behavior of sunspots' occurrence, the widely known feature is their approximately 11-year Schwabe cycle (Schwabe 1843; Carrington 1858) . It is found that the paired wings of a Maunder "butterfly diagram" are different from each other, that is the well-known north -south asymmetry of solar activity (Newton & Milson 1955; Li et al. 2002b; Carbonell et al. 2007 ). Solar activity is found slightly asynchronous in period phase between the solar northern and southern hemispheres (Zolotova & Ponyavin to the relative phase shifts of solar activity in the northern and southern hemispheres (Waldmeier 1957 (Waldmeier , 1971 Temmer et al. 2002 Temmer et al. , 2006 . Phase shifts (or phase differences) between the northern and southern hemispherical solar activity strength should have a consequence: the hemisphere preceding in time is more active at the ascending branch of a sunspot cycle, whereas at the descending branch it is the hemisphere following in time (Waldmeier 1971) . However, the minima of sunspot activity are usually in phase, which might reveal a kind of "cross-talk" between the northern and southern hemispheres at the end of a solar cycle (Temmer et al. 2006) , that is to say, phase shifts should have solar activity strength at the end of one cycle in the preceding hemisphere to overlay that at the beginning of the next cycle in the following hemisphere. Using the monthly number of sunspot groups respectively in the northern and southern hemispheres in cycles 12 to 23, the number of filaments respectively in the two hemispheres in Carrington rotations 876 to 1823 covering cycles 16 to 21, the monthly mean northern and southern hemispheric sunspot numbers in cycles 19 to 23, the monthly mean northern and southern hemispheric sunspot areas in cycles 12 to 23, and the monthly mean northern and southern hemispheric flare indices in cycles 20 to 23, Li (2009) found that solar activity strength does asynchronously occur in the northern and southern hemispheres, and there is a systematic time delay between the two hemispheres in a cycle. It should be emphasized that the above five solar indices reveal some kinds of solar activity "strength" (amplitude) varying with time.
A relative phase shift of hemispherical solar activity strength should have an other consequence: "the distance from the equator of the zone of activity is smaller during the whole cycle for the hemisphere preceding in time than for the hemisphere following in time" (Waldmeier 1971) . However, to validate such a consequence it must be assumed that a relative phase shift of hemispheric solar activity strength should be kept in the paired wings of a butterfly diagram, namely, a relative phase shift of the paired time series (hemispherical solar activity strength) should exist in the corresponding spacial distribution of the paired wings.
Solar activity strength is usually embedded into butterfly diagrams of solar activity. A systematic time delay between the northern and southern hemispheric solar activity strengths (e.g. the aforementioned five indices) in a cycle does not indicate the existence of a relative shift in the paired wings of the corresponding butterfly diagram of solar activity in the cycle, a spacial (latitudinal) distribution of solar activity. Even if the paired wings of a butterfly diagram of solar activity in a cycle have no relative shift, a systematic time delay can exist between the hemispheric solar activity strengths in the cycle, and vice versa. That is to say, we can not infer whether a phase lag (or lead) exist in a pair of wings of solar activity from a known phase lag (or lead) of the corresponding hemispherical solar activity strength, and vice versa. Relative phase shifts between the paired time series of hemispheric solar activity strength may be independent to relative phase shifts between the paired wings of the corresponding butterfly diagram of solar activity, and the above assumption should not be spontaneously true. Therefore, it is still needed to investigate phase shifts in the paired wings of butterfly diagrams of solar activity, although phase shifts of hemispherical solar activity strength have been already investigated. Thus, in the present study we will directly investigate relative phase shifts in the paired wings of butterfly diagrams of both sunspot and filament activities, and further compare
THE RELATIVE PHASE SHIFTS OF THE PAIRED WINGS OF BUTTERFLY DIAGRAMS

Sunspot butterfly diagram
The observational data of sunspot groups used in the present study come from Royal Greenwich Observatory/US Air Force/NOAA sunspot record data set 1 . The used data set comprises sunspot groups during the period of May 1874 to November 2008 and covers solar cycles 12 to 23. Based on the data set, a new data set is generated, in which each of all sunspot groups is counted once (reserved is the first appearance of a sunspot group in the new database), even though it was recorded several times (or more) in the old data set, because it was observed in several days (or more) when it passed through the solar disk.
We plotted individual sunspot groups in the new data set in the latitude -time coordinate system. Figure   1 shows the resulting latitudinal drift of sunspot group occurrence, which is called the butterfly diagrams of sunspot groups. The figure obviously shows some features, such as sunspot group occurrence in two zones parallel to the solar equator whose latitudes are hardly greater than 50
• . The difference in appearance between the first ten butterfly diagrams and the last three is due to the fact that latitude values of sunspot groups are expressed in one decimal digit before the year 1976, but since then they are given without any decimal digit.
It is difficult to accurately divide sunspot groups into solar cycles to which they really belong (Harvey 1992 ). According to the criterion for dividing sunspots into associated cycles, proposed by Li et al. (2001) (in which latitudes should be a function of time from sunspot cycle minimum), sunspot groups are roughly divided into individual butterflies. The monthly mean latitudes of sunspot groups respectively in the northern and southern hemispheres, marked respectively by • is plotted and will be used to calculate in the following as the same value of 20
• and so forth. The criterion somewhat avoid the so-called "cross-talk" of solar activity between the northern and southern hemispheres at the end of a cycle. Then we calculate the average of the absolute values of the differences (AAD) between the monthly mean latitudes of sunspot groups respectively in the northern and southern hemispheres in each of cycles 12 to 23. Next, the wholly northern-hemispheric monthly mean latitudes in each cycle are one-month shifted with respect to the corresponding wholly southern-hemispheric monthly mean latitudes along the calendar time axis, and then we get a new value of AAD. Next again, the former are two-month shifted, and a new value of AAD is obtained again, and so on and so forth. Resultantly, Figure 3 shows the average of the absolute values of the differences (AAD) between the monthly mean latitudes of sunspot groups respectively in the northern and southern hemispheres in each of cycles 12 to 23, varying with relative phase shifts. In the figure the abscissa indicates the relative shift of the wholly northern-hemispheric monthly mean latitudes with respect to the wholly southern-hemispheric monthly mean latitudes along the calendar time axis, with negative values representing backward shifts. When we do the above calculation, only those paired data are used, that is to say, if only one hemisphere has one datum at a certain time, then the datum at the time is not used to calculate the average. Figure 4 shows the relative shift corresponding to the minimum AAD in each cycle. In order to estimate error in the relative shift, similarly, the time series
σ s are used to calculate their AAD, and then we get the relative shift corresponding to the minimum AAD in each cycle.
have 4 different pained combinations, finally giving 4 relative shifts in each cycle. Among the four relative shifts, the maximum (minimum) one corresponds to the upper (lower) limit of an error bar, which is shown in Figure 4 . As the figure shows, the latitude migration of sunspot groups does not synchronously occur in the northern and southern hemispheres, and there is a relative shift between the paired wings of a butterfly diagram in a cycle. Further, the relative shifts running from cycles 20 to 23 seem to repeat the shifts in cycles 12 to 15, implying a possible period of about 8 cycles. In such a period, the relative shifts dynamically drift from the obvious northern hemispheric lead to the clear southern hemispheric lead. Also shown in the figure is the systematic time delay between the monthly numbers of sunspot groups respectively in the northern and southern hemispheres in each of cycles 12 to 23 (Li 2009 ). As Figure 4 shows, the relative shift between the monthly mean latitudes of sunspot groups respectively in the northern and southern hemispheres in a cycle seems to have a value very close to the systematic time delay between the monthly numbers of sunspot groups in the northern and southern hemispheres in the cycle. It is thus inferred that hemispherical 
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Cycle 23 Fig. 2 The monthly mean latitudes of sunspot groups respectively in the northern (red crosses) and southern (blue circles) hemispheres.
cycle, making the paired wings just and only embody (keep) the phase relationship between the northern and southern hemispherical solar activity strengths, and a phase difference between the paired wings of a butterfly diagram, which is shown here by a relative shift between the northern and southern hemispheric latitude migrations, should bring about an almost same relative phase shift of hemispheric solar activity strength. months. Using the data archive, we plot the latitude drift of filament occurrence, which is called the butterfly diagrams of filaments, shown in Figure 5 . The normal solar activity is usually applied to solar active events whose latitudes are less than 50
Filament butterfly diagram
• (Sakurai 1998; Li et al. 2002a) . Similarly, we count the mean latitudes of filaments whose latitudes are less than 50
• in each of the considered Carrington rotations, respectively in the northern and southern hemispheres. They are shown in Figure 6 . 
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
Using the data of sunspot groups observed by Royal Greenwich Observatory/US Air Force/NOAA from cycle. The phase difference between the paired wings of a butterfly diagram of solar activity should lead to phase asynchrony (shifts) of hemispheric solar activity strength, and it should be an obvious reason which causes the asynchronization of hemispheric solar activity strength.
Long-term observations of solar activity indicate that solar activity strength is asymmetrically distributed in the northern and southern hemispheres, and the north -south difference (asymmetry) of solar activity strength is a real phenomenon and not due to random fluctuations (Li et al. 2009 and references therein) , that is to say, the paired wings of a butterfly diagram are different from each other in activity strength. The north-south asymmetry of sunspot latitudes has the same regularity as that of sunspot numbers and areas (Pulkkinen et al. 1999; Li et al., 2002b) , so, the hemisphere with more activity would have 
